MANIFESTO

I, Ashish Kumar Meena (150040045), contesting for post of Hostel cum Film & Media secretary, if elected propose to do the following:

**KEY INITIATIVES:**
- Conduct a video trip session for the hostel
- Propose to buy a new camera

**FOLLOW UPS:**
- Ensure the proper organization of camera handling, video making, and video editing sessions

**MAINTENANCE:**
- Ensure that all photography and film related inventories are fully functional and if damaged, than repaired as soon as possible

**FILM GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:**
- Create a database of enthusiastic people in different genre like video-editors, script writers and actors that are present in hostel
- Ensure that meets will be conducted at proper time and assist throughout the shooting and editing till end of GC
- Ensure the availability of all the required equipment at the time of film GC
- Ensure proper coordination between the team during film GC

**GENERAL DUTIES:**
- Ensure that all the hostel related events (both Inter-hostel and Intra-Hostel) happening in the institute are covered over the year
- Ensure that regular updates are made on the hostel 7 page, group as well as on the YouTube channels, H7Archives and H7Happenings over the year
- Ensure previous GC performances are screened in the mess prior to high prep GC
- Ensure that there will be proper publicity of film and media events that takes place in our institute over the year

**MISCELLANEOUS:**
- Co-ordinate with other hostels and institute film and media secretaries and expose our hostel to the corresponding opportunities like combined workshops and sessions
- Co-ordinate with the hostel council members for smooth functioning of the hostel
- Co-operate in hostel events such as GCs, PAF, valedictory function, 7up
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